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Abstract

Digital assistants like Alexa, Google Assistant or Siri have seen a large adoption over the past years. Using artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, they provide a vocal interface to physical devices as well as to digital services and have spurred an entire new ecosystem. This comprises the big tech companies themselves, but also a strongly growing community of developers that make these functionalities available via digital platforms. At present, only few research is available to understand the structure and the value creation logic of these AI-based assistant platforms and their ecosystem. This research adopts ecosystem intelligence to shed light on their structure and dynamics. It combines existing data collection methods with an automated approach that proves useful in deriving a network-based conceptual model of Amazon’s Alexa assistant platform and ecosystem. It shows that skills are a key unit of modularity in this ecosystem, which is linked to other elements such as service, data, and money flows. It also suggests that the topology of the Alexa ecosystem may be described using the criteria reflexivity, symmetry, variance, strength, and centrality of the skill coactivations. Finally, it identifies three ways to create and capture value on AI-based assistant platforms. Surprisingly only a few skills use a transactional business model by selling services and goods but many skills are complementary and provide information, configuration, and control services for other skill provider products and services. These findings provide new insights into the highly relevant ecosystems of AI-based assistant platforms, which might serve enterprises in developing their strategies in these ecosystems. They might also pave the way to a faster, data-driven approach for ecosystem intelligence.

1 Introduction

AI-based assistants like Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Google’s Assistant, or Microsoft’s Cortana provide a natural language interface for choosing, integrating, and accessing a multitude of services and devices. They have evolved to become platforms in their own since services and devices may originate from different vendors [1]. For example, many devices at home are either accessible via AI-based assistant platforms or have become access points themselves, such as many TV sets [1], and extensive ecosystems with service and device vendors [2] surround AI-based assistant platforms. These ecosystems have become highly relevant for many enterprises to interact with their customers and provide access to their services and devices. On the one hand, these opportunities may create valuable sources of operational efficiency as well as a competitive advantage for enterprises in many industries [3], [4]. On the other hand, it is important to understand the logic of these ecosystems since only 15 percent of the ecosystems thrive in the long run [4]. More than 100 failed ecosystems showed that from seven failures, six were caused by strategic blunders [3]. Developing ecosystem initiatives is difficult because these digitally enabled forms of organization are rather new approaches of economic organization in practice [5] and require new strategic thinking [6]. Ecosystem intelligence has been identified as an important theme of research to understand these organizational forms as well as the associated digital platforms [7]. We postulate the need for ecosystem intelligence on AI-based assistant platforms and formulate the following research questions.

1. Who are the actors in the ecosystem of AI-based assistant platforms and how are they related?
2. What are the topological properties of AI-based assistant platforms and their ecosystems?
3. How is value created and co-created in the ecosystems of AI-based assistant platforms?

This research aims to obtain new insights into the structure of ecosystems of AI-based assistant platforms using the example of Amazon’s Alexa ecosystem [8]. Among the key research aspects are the participating actors, the relationships among the actors, the overall topology of the ecosystem as well as the main value (co-)creation processes. The paper is structured as follows. First, we show the status of current research in the field of ecosystems and ecosystem intelligence to substantiate the basic elements of AI-based assistant platforms and their ecosystem. The adopted structured ap-
proach for ecosystem intelligence based on an automated data collection technique is described in the next section. Then, we elaborate on a network-oriented conceptual model of the ecosystem and describe its structure and relations. The network-oriented conceptual model of the ecosystem enables us to apply established methods from network-based research. After identifying the ecosystem’s actors and identifying the service, data, and money flows in the ecosystem, the topology of the ecosystem and structural properties of the ecosystem are analyzed. In addition, the value creation and co-creation mechanisms in the ecosystem are analyzed. The findings are then discussed before we conclude and provide outlook on further work.

2 Fundamentals of Assistant Platform Ecosystems

To set the stage, the basics for assistant platform ecosystems will be described. First, the understanding and properties of ecosystems are summarized and in a second step the current state of ecosystem intelligence and modeling. The chapter terminates with the present understanding of assistant platform ecosystems.

2.1 Ecosystems

Ecosystems are associations of organizations that are not hierarchically coordinated but interact in a modular way [5]. They are defined by the alignment structure needed by a multilateral set of actors to materialize a focal value proposition [2]. In ecosystem organizations, individuals and autonomous actors and systems jointly develop their capabilities and roles [9] with relationships combining aspects of competition and collaboration [10]. Since products and services are often complementary [10] ecosystem participants are linked by flows of data, services, and money [10]. The particular strength of ecosystems is that they provide a structure containing and coordinating complementarities without vertical integration [5]. Although ecosystems are often based on digital platforms, they are different concepts [10] [11] with the platform enabling the collaborations between multiple groups of actors in the ecosystem [12].

Although ecosystems can evolve in different directions, platform ecosystems have recently attracted much attention in research and practice [13]. Platform ecosystems are networks of innovation to produce complements that make a platform more valuable [14]. They embrace the platform sponsor and all firms that provide complementary offerings, which contribute to customer value [15]. Business ecosystems reflect the impact of the community of enterprises on a business. Innovation ecosystems enable firms to combine their offerings into a coherent customer-facing solution [16]. In addition, literature distinguishes other types of ecosystems (e.g. [2] and [5], and [17] in the information systems discipline).

The enterprises participating in an ecosystem are bound together because they cannot redeploy their collective investment elsewhere [5]. In ecosystems, the participating firms have a mutual interest in developing the ecosystem, although they compete and cooperate simultaneously [18]. The intricacies of value creation in ecosystems are analyzed in [15] and are often linked to service-dominant-logic (SDL). This perspective conceives ecosystems as self-contained and self-adaptive systems of loosely coupled resource-integrating actors connected by shared institutional logic and mutual value creation through service exchange [19]. The value co-creation mechanisms of business-to-business ecosystems are analyzed in [20] and with SDL in [21]. Due to their decentralized structure, ecosystems can leverage mechanisms such as social production [22] for innovation. The decentralized nature of ecosystems also explains their ability to continuously adapt and evolve, reacting to events from inside and outside [6] [21].

2.2 Ecosystem Intelligence and Modelling

The need to investigate ecosystem data in a structured way has been recognized in [23], and ecosystem intelligence has been suggested as a promising data-driven approach to understand ecosystems in [24]. Ecosystem intelligence is the structured analysis of ecosystem-related data to support decision-making, and only recently a call for more research on ecosystem intelligence was published [25]. Ecosystem-related data contains a broad range of entities, relationships, activities, and issues of interest [25]. Ecosystem intelligence and modeling are parts of empirical research on ecosystems reviewed in [26] and [27]. A framework of metrics to evaluate the performance of and the challenges to ecosystems is presented in [3]. It contains metrics to identify challenges for ecosystems during their lifecycle phases launch, scale, mature, and evolve. However, neither are details on data collection nor on processing provided, and only a few approaches use web mining to scrape unstructured information from enterprise websites (e.g. [28]).

For a long time, ecosystem analysis has suffered from a lack of structured data [4]. Instead, to collect data for ecosystem intelligence, a wide range of approaches are used, starting with analyzing enterprise websites to analyze the logo maps [29]. In [28], a web-mining approach is used to collect ecosystem data from enterprises. In [24], the authors combine a variety of independently created data sources on deals and alliance relationships, executive and funding relationships (EFRs), and public opinion and discourse (POD) to perform the
analysis of ecosystems. Due to the diversity of the data sources and their independent evolutions, these approaches use data triangulation and visualization techniques [24] to connect information originating from different sources. Other intelligence approaches investigate API-based ecosystems [30].

A broad investigation of the different approaches was presented in [31] regarding the modeling of ecosystems. To analyze the ecosystem, it is represented as a network of nodes where edges may interconnect. Nodes and edges have attributes that describe their properties. Due to this inherent network structure, visualization plays an important role in supporting ecosystem intelligence. Visualization was proposed for understanding ecosystems [31] and a generalized approach was suggested in [32]. More specifically, it has been applied for visualizing interfirm relations in a mobile ecosystem [6] and [32] to reveal API ecosystems and enterprise strategy in [33].

2.3 AI-based Assistant Platforms

AI-based assistant platforms originate from voice-based systems that enable the interaction with an information system via the most natural form of communication, being the (spoken) human language [34]. Following the definition in [7], AI-based assistant platforms are digital platforms that inherit properties and dynamics from service as well as IoT platforms and yield new paths of value creation along the platform logic [1]. In the beginning, AI-based assistant platforms were constrained to few devices. However, increasingly, assistant platforms associate devices outside their original platform, such as TV sets and even microwave ovens [35]. Today, AI-based assistant platforms mediate access to an increasing number of services and devices via a voice-based interface [36]. The AI-based platform with the largest market share is Amazon Alexa closely followed by Google Assistant [37]. The Alexa platform enables interactions between users and several complementors with so-called skills. They link to external resources such as information and services, create a language-based interface [1] and are offered in the Alexa skills section of Amazon’s website [38]. Skills differ from apps by being available on all devices after activation contrary to apps that have to be installed on every device. As argued in prior research [39], AI-based assistant platform ecosystems may be seen as a type of AI-platforms. For example, Alexa is embedded into the Amazon platform, thus pointing to the concept of “platforms of platforms” [40].

3 Research Method

To answer the three research questions, a five-step mixed-methods research methodology was developed. After searching for a suitable method for our research project, we investigated several earlier approaches on ecosystem intelligence (see section 2.2). These approaches collect aggregated information from multiple, independently evolving data sources, and therefore require substantial resources for manually merging semantically heterogeneous aggregated data. Although, only a human operator could ensure that the data collected from the different sources are merged into a consistent and coherent overall model, the methodology could take advantage of the highly digitalization of AI-based assistant platforms. Nearly all information on the Alexa ecosystem is explicitly or implicitly contained in the skill repository [41] or other digital sources, such as the analytics dashboard for Alexa developers [42].

Our hypothesis was that AI-based assistant platforms show the phenomenon of ontological reversal [43]: since they shape reality, research on them calls for special methods. We decided to use well-established social network approaches as presented in [44] and [45]. In addition, the present approach leverages the availability of a wealth of digital data on the ecosystems of AI-based assistant platforms that enables broadly applied practices of data collection and cleansing from machine learning [46] [47]. As shown in Fig. 1, the method comprised five phases with qualitative and quantitative techniques for raw data collection, construction of the conceptual data model, ecosystem elaboration, topological analysis, and value analysis. The research questions answered are shown on the right in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1: Research Method (Phases in Green are Quantitative, Phases in Blue Qualitative Steps)](image)

Information identified as relevant in the raw data collection phase was collected from the website through web scraping [48]. Since errors may occur by duplicate or missing entries during scraping, the collected data...
was processed in a second step. For example, we applied procedures based on the web page address to identify duplicate entries. Furthermore, we compared the entries with the typical intervals found in these data fields to detect outliers. Normalization rules of relational data model theory provided a solid foundation to guide the construction of a conceptual model of the ecosystem [49]. The ecosystem and its components were elaborated on the conceptual model, such as actors and relationships. The ecosystem was then represented graphically following established methods from social network research [50] [45]. Based on the graph-based representation of the ecosystem, we then identified properties of the topology of the ecosystem. After elaborating on the ecosystem and analyzing its topology, the results were used to investigate the value creation and co-creation in the ecosystem. Different methods, such as investigating complementarities were applied based on [5] as well as on the SDL for the value analysis [21].

4  Ecosystem Intelligence for the Alexa Platform

Following the research method in chapter 3, the adopted ecosystem intelligence approach includes the first four phases in Fig. 1. The first step comprises raw data capture, followed by the construction of the conceptual model in the second and the elaboration of the ecosystem in the third phase. The topology is part of the fourth phase.

4.1  Raw Data Collection

In raw data capture, data is collected from different data sources. The Amazon website provides the data in a special section on Alexa skills [41]. The data was collected from the German website because accessing the U.S. skill section created strange effects such as mixing the English skills with German text and the like. The similarity of the pages describing the Alexa skills with the regular Amazon product pages allowed to apply several techniques that were already available. We collected data during several web-scraping campaigns in April and May 2021 using a set of tools, which were selected based on comparisons of different web scraping tools such as [48]. Scrapy is a Python-based library for web scraping [51] and enables creating an automated bot that trawls web pages and scrapes them. For the collection of specific information, BeautifulSoup has been used [51]. By distributing the web-scraping campaigns to different users and different time slots, we could avoid the defensive actions of Amazon, such as blocking access to the Amazon website.

4.2  Construction of Conceptual Model

The structure of the scraped data is not geared towards the needs of a scientific evaluation but the technically efficient design of a website. The scraped data are flat files representing the website’s content as csv-files (Comma Separated Values) that contain structured and non-atomic, semi-structured, and even non-structured data. E.g., a string identifies the skills, called ASIN (denoting Amazon’s Standard Identification Number). A list of ASINs defines the related skills squeezed into a string-typed field. Such non-atomic data had to be split up. Also, semi-structured data was contained. For example, there were standardized sentences in skill descriptions that defined the permissions required by the skill. Unstructured data was found in the free text forms, such as the field for customer reviews. The CSV files were transferred to a Python Jupyter notebook [52] containing Pandas [53] tables. We performed data cleansing operations such as detecting outliers as well as filling up missing values and, in addition, some relations between data had to be reconstructed.

4.3  Ecosystem Elaboration

The theoretical foundation of the ecosystem elaboration are the ecosystem definitions in [5] and [10]. After identifying the actors in the Alexa ecosystem, we analyzed the flows of data, services, and money in the ecosystem based on the definition in [10]. Following [5], a modular architecture [54] is an important but often overseen characteristic of ecosystems. Since modularity enables the coordination between organizations with significant autonomy, skills were identified as this module of interaction. Technically we transformed the table-oriented data created in the last step into a conceptual model using a graph-based representation. The conceptual model enabled us to apply proven methods from network research, such as in [44] and [45]. The graph-based representation was implemented with the help of Networkx [55], which offered the largest set of algorithms in comparison to other graph-oriented technologies such as graph-oriented databases. We carried out the analyses based on this graph-based representation using Jupyter notebooks.

Actors. We identified five types of actors in the Alexa ecosystem, depicted as rounded rectangles in Fig. 2 and connected by the service, data money flows. Skill publishers place skills onto the skill repository of the Alexa platform. A skill publisher may commission a skill-developer to create the skill. Device vendors provide access points and devices such as light switches. Access points also provide a gateway to many devices not directly attached to the internet, such as light bulbs and switches. For example, skill providers overlap with
device vendors in some skill categories in the smart home domain. The device vendors also provide skills to access, control, and monitor their devices.

Customers select skills for activation and may be supported by review information. After activation, the skills are accessible to the customers for interaction. During skill usage, customers may enact in-skill purchases or arbitrary transactions based on Amazon Pay. This information is included in the textual skill description: the information about in-skill purchases and the access to user data is in the attribute “description”. A reviewerId identifies customers who create reviews. The reviewers may also use a nickname.

Table 1: Actors and Related Entities in the Alexa Ecosystem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Related entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skill publishers</td>
<td>3852</td>
<td>Skills (10329)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewers</td>
<td>61559</td>
<td>Reviews (79211)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device vendors</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Devices (102)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reviews are associated with the reviewerId and identified by the reviewId. A review contains a rating of 1 to 5 stars and a text for the rating. A rating represents the average of the ratings, and the number of reviews is also given. Table 1 shows the number of entities in the Alexa ecosystem. Interestingly, there are some highly active publishers in the Alexa ecosystem and there is a high variance in the number of skills published. The most active publisher published 1595 skills, the second 402, and the third 196 skills.

Skills as Modules of Interaction. Modules are key elements in many ecosystems [5]. Skills are the modules of interaction in the Alexa ecosystem. Most interactions and flows reference a skill, as shown in Fig. 3. In the Alexa ecosystem, skills are identified by the ASIN, which as a unique identification number takes on the role of the primary key. Native skills are provided directly by Amazon. They are automatically activated without the action of the customer, such as weather forecasts and reminder functions.

Non-native skills have to be activated before usage and belong to two classes [8]. First, custom skills enable the design of custom interaction models with arbitrary intents and utterances. Custom skills may be named arbitrarily and allow the definition of an interaction model containing a set of intents. They also provide control over the skill design and code. Second, there are predefined interaction models for several application domains containing intents and utterances: flash briefing, smart home, music, video, meetings, education, and custom. Flash briefing skills provide news feeds to the users that may customize the news updates. Smart home skills yield users control over light switches and other home equipment. Music skills provide the user with access to his music or music from streaming services. Video skills let users find and consume video content. To create meetings and book available meeting rooms, the meetings skill is defined. The education skill is for making the user know about upcoming coursework, school communications, and the like.

In the Alexa ecosystem, skills are associated with so-called categories. 23 top-level categories were found as depicted in Fig. 4 with some categories being further differentiated into sub-categories, which amount to 43. During skill execution, Alexa maps the user’s utterances to so-called intents, allowing different phrases to make requests to Alexa. An intent may contain so-called slots. Slots are named parameters for further processing. For example, an utterance requesting information on when trains are going from A to B may contain the departure time and destination slots. The Alexa platform maps the utterances to an intent and processes the request directly or via backend processing. After processing, a response to the user is created. The text is then translated to natural speech and transferred to the Alexa device. The response may also contain visual information or videos on appropriate devices such as the Amazon show device. By analyzing the attributes “description”, “details”, “in-skill-purchases”, “permissions” and “linked skills” we
could gather additional information. The attribute “description” is used by many skill providers to describe the skill’s functionality as intents and gives examples to access these intents. The attribute “linked skills” contains information about skills activated in common with the link (coactivation). The attribute “details” gives, among other things, information on the use of services. Skills may use embedded, internal or external services. Embedded services are part of the Alexa platform. Internal services are outside the platform but provided in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud [56], which illustrates the concept of “platforms of platforms” [40]. External services are integrated via AWS but are external to AWS. The access to services is often indicated by the string ”Contains data updated by the developer”. The attribute “in skill-purchases” contains data on possible purchases from within the skill (see section 5.2). Some skills require access to user data such as location and the like. A skill may need authorizations, for example, to access to personal data. They are documented in the attribute “permissions”. Skills are linked to other skills via the joint activation of coactivation. The skills can enable in-skill purchases and information on the skill also contains technical information such as links.

Fig. 4 : Skills per Category

Ecosystem Topology. The investigation of ecosystems based on their topology has already been suggested in [31]. We start by analyzing the coactivations of skills. There is a list of so-called linked skills that are most often activated together with the skill for each skill. We have examined the list of linked skills to see which categories the skills on the list belong to. We created a graph describing the strength of coactivations within and between the different categories. The five measures of the skill coactivations revealed:

- Reflexivity expresses the degree of coactivations within a category compared to the number of coactivations to other categories. There are only two categories that have a very high intra-category coactivation. The categories “health & fitness” and “music & audio” had more coactivations with skills from their category than coactivations with any other category. At the same time, the category food & drink had much fewer coactivations with skills of the same category than with other categories.
- The symmetry of coactivations denotes that the coactivations between skills are strong in both directions. For example, skills from the food & drink category are often activated together with the category health & fitness and vice versa. Interestingly, the number of coactivations in between two categories was not equal. There are also categories with highly asymmetric coactivations like skills of the category kids, which have more coactivations with skills from the music & audio category than vice versa.
- Variance denotes the distribution of coactivations. On the one hand, some categories had many coactivations to only one or a few categories and the category food & drink had many coactivations with health & fitness, but only a few with other categories. On the other hand, the category education and reference had many coactivations with several other categories.
- Strength denotes the number of coactivations per skill in a category. Some categories, such as kids, featured many coactivations per skill, other categories such as smart home only a few. A hypothesis to explain this may be that the skills in the smart home category are often associated with specific hardware.
- Centrality expresses the contribution a node makes to the network’s structure, i.e. how important the node is for the network [45]. The analysis of centrality is too complex to depict it here. However, Alexa showed an interesting anomaly since the centrality of the smart home category was very low. Further visual analysis showed that this category had only very few coactivations with other categories.

5 Value Analysis of the Alexa Platform

By analyzing actors, data, service, and money flows, and skills, three major value creation and capture models were found in the Alexa ecosystem: transactional business models, complementary services, and value-co-creation mechanisms.

5.1 Complementary Skills

Most skills in the Alexa ecosystem complement products and services, particularly in the smart home domain. These skills provide access to monitor or control physical devices integrated into the Alexa ecosystem or
they provide information on digital services. Complementary skills may be differentiated according to the service lifecycle phase they support. For example, the phases information, negotiation, agreement, and service known from e-commerce may be appropriate here. In the insurance and transport systems sectors, the pre-purchase and post-purchase phases are the most supported. For example, the skill of the German railroads (bahn.de) provides information on train connections and the punctuality of running trains. Complementary skills increase resource liquefaction [21] by giving the customer information about a resource or the service. For example, they provide information about services, sensors, or actors, and may be seen as an accompanying supporting service or a meta-service.

5.2 Transactional Business Models

A small set of only 104 skills supported a transactional business model enabling transactions by selling goods or services. The transactional model was particularly widespread in the games and fun category where direct sales at fixed prices, usually in the form of a monthly subscription, are common. There were two transactional business models that may be distinguished. On the one hand, in-skill purchasing (ISP) [57] is used to sell digital goods and services. It supports three types of transactions: One-time purchases that provide access to premium content without expiration (entitlement), and subscriptions that provide access to premium content for some time can be prolonged or canceled (for an overview of the skills supporting entitlement and subscription ISP see Table 2. The payments received can be analyzed using the analytics dashboard. Finally, so-called consumable purchases yield access to depleted content when used and may be purchased again. All skills that use ISP need to be certified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Top-3-Categories of In-skill Purchases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 Games &amp; Trivia (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 Lifestyle (6) Games &amp; Trivia (22) Utilities (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 Food (6) Health (9) Weather (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, Amazon Pay is sold to sell real-world goods and services [57]. Two payment workflows are possible: charge now and charge later. The charge now workflow is intended for one-time purchases with an already known purchase amount. The charge later workflow best fits subscriptions, regular payments, and if the payment amount is not fixed yet. The latter is typical for upselling and pay-as-you-go usages. Up to now, only a few skills provide products or services using Amazon Pay. We found 11 examples such as selling insurance, travel, movie tickets, and fundraising.

5.3 Value Co-Creation

Our analysis of value co-creation in the Alexa ecosystem is based on the theoretical research of Nambisan and Lusch [21]. It builds on prior research that proposed a value co-creation-based conceptualization of assistant platforms [1]. Following this approach, AI-based assistant platforms are conceived to contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of service exchange via resource liquefaction and increasing resource density [21]. Resource liquefaction is the detaching of information from resources that increase the transferability of resources [21]. Resource density describes whether the best available resources can be activated quickly to offer the desired service [21].

Analytics Dashboard. The skill publisher can access comprehensive metrics on the Alexa analytics dashboard [42]. It provides the number of skill activations and metrics on the customers’ interaction, such as session times, unique customers, utterances, and invoked intents. Also, the interaction path within the skill is provided, which describes the sequence of intents invoked. Two critical metrics are endpoint latency and endpoint response [42]: Endpoint latency measures the reaction time of backend processing. Endpoint response compares the number of successful interactions with the non-successful ones.

Review System. Customers also can share explicit feedback on their skills. A review system in the Skill Shop also enables them to rate the skill with 1 to 5 stars and to comment on the skill. As is generally the case, it is possible to rate the review in terms of its usefulness. The review information is available to the customers and the skill developer. The review system plays an important role in increasing resource density within the Alexa ecosystems. It provides supplementary information for selecting skills and thus assuring the proper selection of skills.

6 Discussion and Contributions

Ecosystems in general and the ecosystems around AI-based assistant platforms are becoming an important area for creating and enhancing digital business models. To properly design respective initiatives, it is necessary to understand the structure and status of the ecosystem. Therefore, this research adopted ecosystem intelligence on AI-based assistant platforms and formulated three research questions, which referred to the actors and relationships of AI-based assistant platforms, the topological properties of the ecosystem, and how value is created and co-created. A modified ecosystem intelligence approach was used to collect as much structured data as possible to address these research questions. Using data from Amazon’s Alexa ecosystem, a conceptual model
was elaborated for this ecosystem. Methodically, the digital platform itself was used as data source, which distinguishes this research from previous approaches that relied on indirect data sources and the extraction of human expertise. This allowed to address the ontological reversal [43] that identifies the information system as origin of transformation. Furthermore, it avoids the subjectivity of human observers introducing bias. There are connections to methodological research on using big data (e.g. [58] [59]) or web scraping [60] for information systems research. For a long time, information system research methods have used humans as a proxy for information system properties. Extensive surveys have been made asking human beings about the properties of information systems. This procedure is implicitly based on the assumption that the respondents are experts in the survey field and are also free of bias. But the certainty of classifying respondents as experts and their freedom from bias must be questioned since it presupposes the interviewer’s expertise.

Several theoretical implications may be derived from this research may be seen as a contribution to the general development of methods for automated and timely analysis of rapidly evolving ecosystems. Compared to previous approaches, this allows richer and more comprehensive insights into the structure of digital ecosystems, for example, beyond determining the actors. In addition, the combination with the visualization of ecosystems seems promising. It adds to the body of existing techniques in the context ecosystem intelligence [32] inter-firm relationships [6] collaborative modeling [61] and visual analytics in API ecosystems [33]. It could lead to dedicated tools, such as an interactive tool that was already proposed for discovering, exploring, and analyzing business ecosystems [62]. In [3], a comprehensive set of key success metrics and red flags for identifying challenges for ecosystems during their launch, scale, mature, and evolve - lifecycle phases is identified. Since these contributions lack an analysis of ecosystem actors, topology, or value creation, the present research could prove valuable here. Our research has several practical implications. For example, important structures and interrelationships in the Alexa ecosystem are revealed and may be used by practitioners. Similar structures are certainly found in other ecosystems, such as that of Google Assistant. Also significant for practitioners is the low latency of our approach and its low resource requirements. Through automated data collection and analysis, we can quickly produce ecosystem analyses with relatively little effort, which can serve as a basis for strategy development and decision making.

### 7 Conclusion, Limitations, and Outlook

The major digital platform companies are known for applying AI in many ways, with prominent virtual assistants. Remarkably, both the application modules for AI and the assistants themselves have taken on the character of digital platforms. Whether from Amazon, Apple, or Google, an entire ecosystem has emerged in each major assistant platform. To date, little research has focused on analyzing these novel platforms. Data from the Alexa assistant platform provides the first insights into the structure of these platforms and how they create value. Starting with automatically-collected data, the present paper identified the players in the ecosystem and examined its topology. Skills were recognized as the unit of modularity in the Alexa ecosystem and play a central role. They generate data streams about reviews, ratings, and skill usage that customers and skill providers use. In addition to providing services, skills consume services such as Amazon Pay. This was mainly deduced from examining the topology of the Alexa ecosystem using the criteria of reflexivity, symmetry, variance, strength, and centrality of skill coactivations. Ecosystem intelligence and the value creation analysis of the Alexa ecosystem revealed many important insights. Skills create value as independent services, complementary services, and transactional models of value creation. In addition to providing services in isolation, skills often complement physical and services by providing information about them, configuring them, controlling them, and monitoring them. They support a transactional model of value creation and capture and a model of value collaboration. Analyzing skills via detailed monitoring of their use and collecting evaluations and ratings increases resource fluidity and density in the ecosystem. Future research will therefore deepen the study of these structures and extend them to other ecosystems. It might also address the limitations of our research. For example, including data from more countries would enrich the insights into the Alexa ecosystem. However, we are optimistic that the structures and relationships we identified are valid for other countries and languages by comparing structures and sampling. In addition, it would be interesting to learn about the evolution of the ecosystem over time. At present, we lacked access to important data such as the version history of the skills and lacked the space in this paper to present the results.

In summary, the ecosystem of AI-based assistant platforms is the foundation for new development paths of business, such as conversational [63] and voice-based commerce [64]. They differ from existing approaches by providing greater reach and a stronger linearity of customer interaction. Customers can interact as soon as they are in the vicinity of an access point, regardless of whether they have eye contact or not. The more linear
structure requires a rethinking of the two-dimensional structure of traditional e-commerce, which, for example, can present alternatives simultaneously. Convenient access also makes conversational and voice-based commerce interesting for products that are familiar to customers and that have a low complexity of product description. For future research, it seems promising to intensify the investigation of skill reviews and ratings. However, parsing natural language and analyzing its sentiment requires a complete additional set of methods and tools, which will be covered in a separate paper. A further contribution of this research is to create the first sketch of a structured approach for analyzing the quickly evolving ecosystems following a network research approach and using automated data collection [50]. The adopted approach consumes significantly fewer resources and is much faster than existing approaches that require mandatory manual steps such as interviewing experts. It seems particularly suitable for rapidly evolving ecosystems and might pave the way to a new way to research in the field of information systems [43][58][59][60].
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